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ABSTRACT
The emergence of Web services provides an opportunity to
address e-business application interoperability in the context of
service-oriented computing. In this paper we discuss the
benefits of the service-oriented approach to implementing ebusiness applications and identify the need for well-designed
service interfaces to facilitate interoperability within
application domains. We describe a service interface design
method based on identifying elementary business function and
converting standard message (document) formats into a set of
corresponding service-interfaces. We then apply data
engineering principles to refine the interface design, and show
how data normalization applied to interface parameters can lead
to minimization of coupling and maximization of cohesion of
service operations. We illustrate our design approach using a
travel application example based on the Open Travel Alliance
(OTA) specification.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software engineering]: Design tools and techniques –
Modules and interfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interoperability is a key requirement for inter-enterprise, ebusiness (electronic business) applications. The principal
challenge is ensuring interoperability in an environment where
participating organizations use disparate business semantics and
technology platforms. Most existing approaches rely on
standardization of business documents and inter-organizational
business processes to allow automation of e-business. Early ebusiness approaches such as EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
[27] have not succeeded in addressing interoperability effectively,
producing proprietary document formats typically shared among
relatively small groups of companies. The proprietary nature of
EDI necessitates complex translations to overcome differences in
syntax, structure, and semantics of documents used by individual
partner organizations, resulting in costly and inflexible point-topoint solutions. More recent approaches use XML formatted
documents and Internet communication protocols (e.g. BizTalk
[15]), but also suffer from limited scalability that characterizes
point-to-point solutions [13]. Other e-business approaches avoid
the problems associated with point-to-point solutions and rely
instead on interchange of business documents with pre-defined
structure and semantics, and specification of standard business
processes. For example, RosettaNet [21] and ebXML [4] attempt
to reach agreement about common business semantics among a
broad range of partner organizations (e.g. across entire industry
domains) by defining common vocabularies of business objects
(or components) and business protocols. Although successful in
some industry domains (e.g. RosettaNet in the high technology
industry domain) wide adoption of such standards has been
limited by their complexity, inflexibility and high implementation
costs.
In order to address the requirements of modern e-business
applications in an environment characterized by a large number of
autonomous partner organizations with independently evolving
business semantics, the interoperability mechanisms must be both
scalable and flexible. Scalability in this context is the ability to
accommodate a large number of partner organizations with
diverse business semantics without unduly increasing the
complexity of the specification and at the same time avoiding the
need for point-to-point transformations. Flexibility is needed to
allow the evolution of the standard specification to accommodate
changes in business processes and data semantics without
impacting on existing applications.
In this paper we argue that the requirements of e-business
applications cannot be satisfactorily addressed using an
interoperability mechanism based on document interchange

